The Book of Chi
Chinese Energy Healing and Therapeutic Touch

Awaken your mind,
experience your body,
feel your spirit.

By June M. KWOK, A.M.D.
What June’s clients say:

“After I took my treatment, my spiritual direction and my body energy all changed. I live a quality meaningful life I love. I don’t know who I’d be if I did not meet June and find myself today.” **Steven, Langley**

“I had what June calls ‘foggy brain’. I couldn’t feel sensations the way I used to. I felt frustrated because I felt tired and stressed all the time. I earn enough money, but at age 50, I don’t feel as good as I used to. I needed help and you did help me. I want to finish all my sessions with you and upgrade my knowledge of Pure Chi and have a strong body and stay healthy.” **John, Vancouver**

“I was surprised that you knew I was on medication for blood pressure. You could feel through your hands that I wanted to feel strong and healthy again and get some feeling back in my body. After seeing you I find that you do have that Pure Chi power. I see it right here during my treatment and I hope you can help other seniors who need your TLC.” **Wayne, Abbotsford**
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Note: This book is not intended to replace the advice of a
trained health professional. If you know, or suspect, that you
have a health problem, consult your doctor.
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